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Summer in full swing, schoolchildren on vacation, moms with kids
At dachas, resorts and beaches.Hey, did everyone go to the front of the rest?Does anyone read
us?Should I continue to write or send Mom blogs to the Honored Vacation?We were asked such
questions lately, watching a decrease in attendance and your activity (is it possible to build a ladder
out of 5 comments? :))
By the way, last year we have already argued whether it is worth sending a blog on vacation and
how best to do this may be useful to you our recommendations, if you just decide this question
regarding your site.
We consulted with themselves and with our authors and decided to go to the summer mode of
operation.What does it mean?
So summer on blogs moms
The heading of the Mom of the week continues its work.Without it, it is difficult to introduce our
community.Do not forget to look to us on Fridays, promise
it will be interesting!
Categories Do you know?And the top top along with its authors will be resting until
September.Tanya and Natasha, thank you for the enthusiasm and energy that you invest in your
work.We really like to cooperate with you, gain strength, wait for you with new ideas in the fall!
Monday headings Lestenka and open post will come out periodically.Not every Monday, but from
time to time when we want to ask you anything or there will be a topic, ideally suitable for the
summer ladder, the categories will go on ether.If ideas for these headings arise from you, be sure to
email us about it.
Gallery continues to accept applications.Everyone who sent us letters with the data will definitely
find their place there.We bring blogs to the gallery manually, so the process is sometimes
delayed.We apologize for the delay.
Materials not tied to the days of the week will also be published.Despite the summer slowdown of
online life, we are preparing a lot of interesting posts.(Would you know how much we have grated in
drafts and wait for your own hours :)).

Preparing for publication a traditional review of competitions and shares of blogs Moms in July and
August.If you spend some interesting event on your site, tell us about him, and we will definite it in
the review.
And we also want to tell you that we have opened a new experimental heading: News for Mom:
With this category, we will acquaint you with events, news, scientific discoveries and research
results that may be useful and interesting to moms.
You no longer need to view news sites in the search for a relevant information for parents.We will do
it for you, saving time and nerves, overhanging only the most interesting, necessary and, as a rule,
positive news for moms.
News from this section will also periodically be published on the site in the summer months.(At the
moment they are not announced in the main ribbon, RSS and social networks. If you think that you
should publish them on a par with ordinary materials, please write about it, please in the
comments).We will be happy if you
Continue to come to us and each other in the summer.
You will comment on posts, visit the websites of the mam of the week, execute the rules of the
ladder if you participate in it.
You will share links to Liked articles on social networks, make the Retwitis and Likes.Remember that
this is important not only for promotion and SEO, but also for good mood.?
You will send guest posts or ideas for them.
What else would we like to draw your attention?
Some time ago, content appeared on the site, we think it will help both new participants and
constant, oriented in the already large number of publications.
The shooting board of the tackle continues its work :).This is the place where we thank moms who
take an active part in the community's life, support our shares, help us on Twitter and Facebook.It is
possible to find it in the upper right corner of the site.In the same place we congratulate on the
birthday of the participants of the Mom blogs.And there you can find the announcements of the most
interesting events, shares and publications of our site.Hello, we are looking for comments!
We often repeat how your comments are important.And not only to us, but in general, all Mama
bloggers are needed and important.Even short.But sincere.
And so we decided that it was time to confirm the words of the case.Block Top commentators has
been standing on the main page of the site for several months, providing an open reference

commentators who left the maximum number of answers.And in the near future you will learn how
else we will encourage the most active readers.Stay tuned!
By the way, in the collective blog DBya, too, award for comments.Maria Potapova established
prizes-books for parents who will receive the best commentators of July.
In conclusion, we want to wish you a wonderful summer holiday: gain strength, cheerfulness, good
mood, spend time with children, rejoice at the sun, and if a moment is given for online, we are
always glad to see you!
Your A.
BUT
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